Aluminium Framing Solutions
Designed to accommodate JALITE safety signs.

Engineered for life safety!

Framing Solutions

If you’re looking for a prestige appearance for your safety sign needs JALITE
has the solution for you.
JALITE Framing solutions have been designed to accommodate the JALITE
range of means of escape signs. Available in a variety of sizes - they offer a
robust aesthetically pleasant housing for all your safety sign requirements.
These light weight aluminium frames maintain the issue of safety in the
workplace whilst providing the user with a prestigious solution in which to
display their safety signs. The range of frames are ideal for the discerning
individual who requires an aesthetic accompaniment to their signage needs.

Double & Single Sided Suspension Frames
JALITE offer a universally fitting double or single sided suspension framing
solution to house all your signage requirements.

Prestigious in their appearance and fabricated from aluminium they offer an
aesthetic architectural design.
Double & Single Sided Suspension Frames

CODE

SIZE

DESCRIPTION

FRAME 200K

150 x 400mm

Double Sided Suspension Frame

FRAME 200T

120 x 340mm

Double Sided Suspension Frame

NOTE: we recommend that FRAME200’s should be suspended by HANGINGKIT2

Hanging Kit

CODE

HANGINGKIT2

DESCRIPTION
2 x 1m Steel wire.
2 x Nickel plated collar.
2 x Nickel plated cable clamp.
2 x Nickel plated disk cover.
2 x Ceiling grid clip.

Single Sided Wall Frames

Single sided frames are ideal where a robust and visually pleasing solution
is required to accommodate your wall mounted means of escape signs.
Single Sided Wall Mounted Frames

CODE

SIZE

DESCRIPTION

FRAME 100K

150 x 400mm

Single Sided Wall Mounted Frame

FRAME 100T

120 x 340mm

Single Sided Wall Mounted Frame
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Installing JALITE single sided frames is extremely simple, achieved through the use of standard raw plugs and screws, they require no electrical connections.
With an easily accessible side window, should your sign requirements change - there is no re-wiring of electrical components as may be the case with
traditional safety sign luminaries, likewise should you ever be required to relocate your safety sign this too is achieved with minimal disruption and effort.

